FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Metro Vancouver Properties Group selects RankMyAgent.com
platform to Power Online Reviews for Real Estate
The strategic alliance will bring comprehensive Real Estate Reviews to Vancouver and
Burnaby, British Columbia

TORONTO, ON (June 29, 2016) – RankMyAgent.com is thrilled to welcome Metro
Vancouver Properties Group to its comprehensive online review platform that connects
real estate professionals to consumers. The deal provides Metro Vancouver Properties
Group comprised of eight RE/MAX offices across Vancouver and Burnaby premium
access to the platform’s tools, including their suite of reputation and lead management
tools.
The partnership will increase RankMyAgent.com’s presence in the Vancouver and the
Burnaby marketplace and allow real estate professionals in the Metro Vancouver
Properties group to engage with existing clients, build, monitor and monetize their online
presence – an asset becoming increasingly important in today’s digital-driven
marketplace.
Metro Vancouver properties group represents one of the largest RE/MAX real estate
groups within the RE/MAX Canada system.
“The success of our groups results are due to the high levels of customer satisfaction
where REALTORS® provide a ‘trusted advisor’ level of professional service to their
clients and every member of our community. RankMyAgent.com is an ideal partner for
our offices as it allows us to gain customer satisfaction insights and reinforce our
excellent reputation ” says Deborah Upton, president of Metro Properties Group.
RankMyAgent.com Founder and President Riti Verma commented, “We’re thrilled to
work with the Metro Vancouver Properties Group to help agents build their online
presence and connect with prospective clients. We look forward to making
RankMyAgent the comprehensive resource for Real Estate reviews in Vancouver and
Burnaby”
With eight locations throughout Vancouver and Burnaby, Metro Properties Group is one
of the most well-known and successful real estate brokerages in British Columbia and
within RE/MAX Canada. The group is the winner of the Multi-Office Sales Volume
Award worldwide for RE/MAX in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014 and 2015.
Boasting a team of more than 560 licensed real estate professionals, Metro Vancouver
Properties Group prides itself on providing clients with outstanding service and an
immense knowledge of the local market. All agents with the office will be given access
to RankMyAgent tools and the brokerage will be given broker level management tools.
Metro Vancouver Properties Group will be using the integration between RankMyAgent
and Lone Wolf’s brokerWOLF back office management solution to automate sending of
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customer satisfaction surveys on closing of transactions, simplifying the customer
satisfaction process and saving an agent valuable time.

About RankMyAgent.com:

RankMyAgent is an online platform that connects Real Estate Professionals and
Brokers to consumers by using the power of reviews to get them recognized, generate
leads, and build their online reputation.
RankMyAgent is on a strong growth trajectory with marketing partnerships with
RE/MAX of Western Canada, RE/MAX INTEGRA. Some of it’s roster of clients include
RE/MAX Kelowna, RE/MAX River City, RE/MAX House of Real Estate, RE/MAX
Penticton, RE/MAX Alliance Victoria.

To learn more, please visit http://rankmyagent.com/.
About the RE/MAX Network:
RE/MAX was founded in 1973 by Dave and Gail Liniger, with an innovative,
entrepreneurial culture affording its agents and franchisees the flexibility to operate their
businesses with great independence. Over 100,000 agents provide RE/MAX a global
reach of nearly 100 countries. RE/MAX, LLC, one of the world’s leading franchisors of
real estate brokerage services, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of RMCO, LLC, which is
controlled and managed by RE/MAX Holdings, Inc. (NYSE:RMAX). With a passion for
the communities in which its agents live and work, RE/MAX is proud to have raised
more than $150 million for Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals® and other charities.
For more information about RE/MAX, to search home listings or find an agent in your
community, please visit http://www.remax.ca/.
For more information and interview opportunities, please contact:
Riti Verma | Rankmyagent.com | smriti@rankmyagent.com | 1-800-615-5978
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